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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
a disproportionately high volume of gun violence
incidents, we decided to approach the problem of gun
violence by addressing its systemic roots.

y the fall of 2015, more than 70 shots had
been fired in Cedar Rapids. In September
of that year, a 15-year-old boy was shot
and killed in a city park by his 14-year-old
peer. This incident proved to be a tipping point for the
city and caused community leaders to come together
to seek solutions to the problem of gun violence.

Having received support from the City of Cedar Rapids,
the Cedar Rapids Community School District and the
Linn County Board of Supervisors, the Safe, Equitable
and Thriving Communities Task Force was formed in
early February of 2016.

After several preliminary meetings with local
government officials, law enforcement professionals
and other community leaders, it was decided that a
task force should be formed to better address the
problem of gun violence in Cedar Rapids and the
surrounding areas in the county.

The working theory of the Task Force was that
if we could improve the economic prospects of
individuals living in the most impoverished areas—
which happened to be neighborhoods experiencing
high levels of violence—then we could decrease the
incidents of violence overall, including gun violence in
those neighborhoods.

Having assembled a diverse group of leaders and
subject matter experts to discuss the topic in depth,
it became clear that addressing the problem of gun
violence would require an intersectional approach.
Given the vast body of research on violence as a social
determinant of health and the observable relationship
of poverty with neighborhoods experiencing high
levels of violence in general, it was also apparent that
in many instances, gun violence had systemic roots.
As Thea James of the Boston Medical Center explained,
the economic and social conditions into which people
are born influence their health and opportunities to thrive.
Access to quality education, employment, income, wealth,
power, housing and justice, as well as safe places to walk,
play and socialize are factors beyond genetics, behavior,
injury and disease that affect people’s health. The lack of
opportunities to thrive and be successful in life shapes
the health of individuals and communities, contributing to
shorter lives, particularly for people of color.

The work of refashioning our communities at the
systemic level to make them safer, more equitable
places were all people can thrive meant we would
need to address a multitude of challenges in a
variety of fields, which led us to develop six different
subcommittees: economic opportunities, education,
law enforcement and public safety, housing, community
outreach and engagement, and programming. These
subcommittees were comprised of additional experts
who were able to dive deeper into their respective
subject areas and develop policy and practice change
recommendations that would decrease gun violence
and address systemic poverty. The subcommittees
would report out on their progress at monthly Task
Force meetings where information was collected
and conversations about challenges and potential
solutions were had.

We had to move beyond the oft-cited and politically
charged conversations about gun control and dive
deeper into the how and why of gun violence—its
origins. After observing demographic and economic
similarities in neighborhoods that were experiencing

It is the goal of this Task Force to present its
stakeholders and the community at large with a
final report laying out its recommendations that if
implemented, will move this community toward a
safer, more equitable and thriving society.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND
HIGHLIGHTED RECOMMENDATIONS
iolence among youth in Cedar Rapids is a complex problem that at its root is caused by a sense of
disconnectedness, hopelessness and despair, exacerbated by a relative lack of opportunities and adequate
resources and coupled with easy access to weapons. Social media and negative influences fuel the fires of
conflict until what should be minor arguments and irritations spiral out of control.
Creating a safer, more equitable and thriving Cedar Rapids will require a sustained and focused effort on addressing the
interrelated factors that are leading some young residents to violence. It will require work on multiple fronts to ensure that
each child has adequate resources—including safe, stable housing and an excellent education that leads to job and career
opportunities—promote positive conflict resolution skills, reduce access to weapons and change a culture that glamorizes
their possession and use.
For nearly two years, this Task Force has investigated the current state of our community and explored solutions to youth
violence. Its members have conducted extensive interviews with community members, including youth, have consulted
experts, reviewed local, state and national data, and have developed the recommendations outlined in these pages. These
recommendations include:

1

City, county and school staff should coordinate with other groups working to educate employers and encourage
inclusive hiring practices. A study group should examine the feasibility and potential impact of “ban the box”
ordinances and policies that would minimize barriers to employment for the previously incarcerated.

2

A regional public/private entity with both the expertise, political capital and community connections to analyze
and prioritize affordable housing challenges should be formed to make recommendations to local governing
bodies in the implementation of their own affordable housing plans.

3

The Cedar Rapids Police Department and Linn County Sheriff’s Office (and other law enforcement agencies)
should use the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI, LLC) or similar program with staff to guide Professional
Learning toward the development of intercultural competence.

4

Law enforcement agencies should adopt and implement recommendations and best practices from President
Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing. Furthermore, community stakeholders should become
knowledgeable about and embrace these recommendations and best practices.

5

The 2-1-1 help system, supported by United Way of East Central Iowa, should be revised and developed into a
web-based search system that would allow users to better filter information.
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Community Outreach and Engagement
What does it mean to have a “safe, equitable and thriving” neighborhood? How well does our community meet
that goal? What challenges do we face? Although these types of questions are at the heart of creating a safe,
equitable and thriving community, there are few opportunities for diverse groups of community members to
discuss them.
These community-led efforts need to be continued and sustained. While this work belongs to all of us, we believe that a community
group needs to lead and champion this work.
Members of this subcommittee interviewed youths and a broad cross-section of adults about current attitudes and perceptions
of violence.
KITCHEN TABLE CONVERSATIONS
In partnership with the United Way of East Central Iowa, a series of 14 “kitchen table conversations” including more than 80 participants
who work, live and have grown up in or moved to our community (see Appendix A). In these discussions, it was learned that while most
participants had positive impressions about their neighborhoods, there were several common conditions identified as impediments to a
more safe, equitable and thriving community.
Current conditions to change identified by these groups include a need for better transportation and housing, a need for more
family-friendly, substance-free opportunities and for equity in all aspects of community. It was noted that the collective, community
mindset that used to seem so common (“Help thy neighbor”) appears to be on the decline—a community spirit that participants
missed. Participants said they felt the community would be stronger, overall, if that sense of community cohesiveness could be
revived.
The following are just a few of the many illuminating statements made by participants in these conversations:
 “We’re paying our debt to society…it’s a whole new debt now that we can’t possibly pay off.”
 “There’s no equity in it at all when it comes to jobs.”
 “When I grew up, there was a chance for everyone to do something.”
 “It’s really, really expensive to be poor.”
 “There shouldn’t be any part of the city where kids just wander the neighborhood because they don’t have 			
a decent home, three square meals…there should be a floor that no one can fall below.”
 “We aren’t terrible people, we’re good people who have made bad choices.”
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INTERVIEWS WITH VIOLENCE-AFFECTED YOUTH
In the late spring of 2016, a series of interviews were held with middle and high school students. Approximately 60 students
at three middle schools and two high schools participated in the process. The students were students of color, identified by
school staff as living in at-risk environments.
Each interview session had a member of the SET Task Force working as the facilitator and another member acting as
recorder. The questions centered around neighborhood environments, school success, the feeling of safety and security
within their lives, interactions and perceptions of police officers and specifically about the School Resource Officer (SRO)
program within the schools, violence and specifically access to firearms, and access to youth programs (see Appendix H).
Facilitators emphasized that names would not be noted, but ideas and concerns would be recorded with authentic voice and
genuine concern. The process was powerful for those involved in the facilitation as well as those students involved in the
interviews (see Appendix H).
Current conditions that must change include:
 Lack of community understanding of the problem of violence in our community
 Lack of understanding or knowledge of racial and cultural bias
 Relative lack of social cohesion, despite common vision for our collective future
The targeted population for these efforts should be:

“I feel like I’m
an outsider.”

 Neighborhoods
 Community leaders and influencers (public, private and faith communities)
 Students and youth
 Interested residents
OBJECTIVE 1: Ongoing community education about equity and violence
In our discussions, it was clear that different people in our community may have dramatically different experiences of our
community, which can make it difficult to understand or even know about each others’ experiences and issues of concern.
Therefore, a critical piece of preventing violence and promoting a more safe, equitable and thriving community will be ensuring
community-wide discussions continue, helping community members to understand that violence is a community issue,
affecting all corners of Cedar Rapids and all demographics—if only indirectly.
OBJECTIVE 2: Continue community-wide discussions and exploration of our “ideal state”
As our lives become ever busier, more fragmented and isolated, it is important to deliberately cultivate opportunities to reinforce
common community visions and strengthen social bonds. Continuing deliberative discussion with groups such as the United
Way and their Kitchen Table series will help to build relationships and the understanding that most of us have similar ideas
about what a safe, equitable and thriving community looks like and how we might work to achieve our common goals.
OBJECTIVE 3: Deliberately cultivate intercultural communication and understanding
As is the case in most communities, it can be difficult for individual Cedar Rapidians to get to know people who have different
backgrounds and experiences. Most people’s regular routines bring them into contact with a limited number of people in a limited
set of groups and circumstances. Opportunities such as Flow Media’s Knee to Knee gathering and The Hook’s Living Room Series
should be aggressively promoted and supported. Other communities have had success with similar organized events. One such
example is the Dallas Dinner Table1, a nonprofit organization that brings thousands of Dallas-Fort Worth residents together in
small, diverse groups to discuss issues of race and ethnicity and to learn about each others’ experiences of their community.
OBJECTIVE 4: Build relationships in neighborhoods
In parts of our city where problems abound, the amount of social capital—the very fabric of our connections with each
other—has plummeted. A renewed commitment to neighborhood development and block by block engagement will enhance
civic education and strengthen the connections that build community. 

1

http://www.dallasdinnertable.com
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Economic Opportunities
Economic security is a fundamental human need and a cornerstone of family and household security. In addition
to wages, meaningful employment offers other benefits, not least of which are community connectedness and
the dignity of work. For these reasons, in order to create a more Safe, Equitable and Thriving community, we must
do a better job of connecting unemployed and underemployed individuals with resources designed to provide
them meaningful skills, training and certifications that will lead to gainful employment in high-quality jobs.
Current conditions that must change include:
 Too few local, qualified candidates able to meet current job market demands
 A disconnect between potential employees and job placement efforts
 Barriers that prevent potential candidates from passing initial screening processes
 Underutilization of existing career training programs and industry sector boards
 Insufficient number of paid internships for high school and college students
 Underutilization of existing paid internships and apprenticeships
The targeted population for these efforts should be:
 High school students
 Unemployed and underemployed adults
 Out of school youth ages 18-25

“You can
succeed in
Cedar Rapids.
You can go
anywhere.”

OBJECTIVE 1: Ensure that every Cedar Rapids Community Schools student has multiple pathways for post-secondary
success and is prepared and qualified to pursue high quality, available jobs
Division I of House File 2392 focuses on academic and career planning for all students in 8th through 12th grade. The end goal is
for students to create a clear plan that focuses on successful transition from high school to their individualized post-secondary
plans. It is the recommendation of this Task Force that the Cedar Rapids Community School District provide students with
multiple pathways and options for success in life while also encouraging students to explore a wide variety of career options.
The District currently offers three pathways. 1) Advanced Placement (AP) courses enable high school students to participate in
college-level coursework while still in high school. The AP courses offered currently were created by teams of leading educators
from around the country and are audited by the College Board. 2) Concurrent enrollment courses are college-level courses taken
by high school students. Students receive college and high school credit at the same time and courses are taught by collegeapproved instructors.
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Kirkwood Community College is the designated concurrent enrollment partner for the District. It has designated resources to help
high school students explore career options and get a jumpstart on higher education through dual credit courses. Many more Cedar
Rapids students should be encouraged to participate in these programs. The District can encourage participation by exploring ways
to eliminate potential barriers that might exist for some students who wish to take advantage of these concurrent enrollment courses.
3) Finally, the Postsecondary Enrollment Options (PSEO) program allows eligible high school students to expand their academic course
offerings by taking college-level courses at many surrounding colleges. These are courses not available at the high schools. PSEO
courses are paid for by the Cedar Rapids Community School District. The Cedar Rapids Community School District should identify
and eliminate potential barriers to participation, such as transportation needs and associated costs of attendance. Each high school
building should have a designated staff person to identify and eliminate barriers and assist with applications.
Iowa law calls for new standards and processes in career and academic planning for students. Cedar Rapids Schools can do
more to embrace the spirit of this law and ensure every student is career-ready. Some examples include working with students
to create a career and academic plan by eighth grade and to fully utilize high-quality career information systems. Career
education should be infused into all levels of instruction within the Cedar Rapids Community School District. These efforts
should be broad and inclusive; a comprehensive guidance program would assist in the dissemination of career information.
Community representatives could provide information or instruction to interested students. Mentoring and immersion
programs could help students explore potential careers outside of their direct experience.
OBJECTIVE 2: Align worker skill development and job-placement efforts with openings in high-wage industries
Currently, there is an imbalance between the skills needed by local employers and the skill sets of unemployed and underemployed
city residents and students exiting our school system. Efforts must be made to restore balance. For example, an online navigator
could provide job seekers and high school dropouts with skill-building resources, such as mentoring and career exploration programs.
Increasing support for these and other specialized programs, including the Reintegration Initiative for Safety and Empowerment
(RISE) Program for ex-offenders, would increase these programs’ capacity.
In addition, the school district and other youth-oriented services should systematically foster early connections between
youth and IowaWORKS and educate teachers and counselors about freely available labor market information that will help
them guide youth in deciding their career path.
OBJECTIVE 3: Remove barriers that prevent potential candidates from advancing through initial screening processes for
high-quality jobs
Greater connections must be made between employers and job seekers who do not have strong ties to the business community.
Maximizing use of existing resources, such as IowaWORKS job search and interview workshops, will help students and other targeted
populations in their search. City, county and school staff should coordinate with other groups working to educate employers and
encourage inclusive hiring practices. A study group should examine the feasibility and potential impact of “ban the box” ordinances
and policies that would minimize barriers to employment for the previously incarcerated.
OBJECTIVE 4: Increase quantity and availability of paid internships for high school and college students
There are a number of paid internships and apprenticeships offered by mid-sized companies in the region. More can be done to publicize
and promote these opportunities and to encourage more companies to make similar offerings. Similarly, efforts should be made to
increase awareness and utilization of the Creating Futures program at IowaWORKS, which pays for on-the-job training for students
meeting eligibility requirements. Students should be encouraged to learn about apprenticeships through presentations, job shadows
and apprenticeship tours in partnership with IowaWORKS and Workplace Learning. To aid in the long-term recruitment of talent, high
school students should participate in paid pre-apprenticeship through the trade apprenticeship programs during summer months prior
to high school graduation. Students could gain on-the-job experience/training, be able to make an informed decision about whether or
not an apprenticeship is the right choice for him/her and create valuable networking connections to utilize after graduation. Students
who decide the apprenticeship career pathway is the right choice for them would then have some experience, training and the prior
knowledge helping them succeed into a full apprenticeship program. 
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Housing
We believe that safe, affordable housing is a right for all irrespective of race, gender, economic status, family
size and other mitigating factors. Quality, well managed housing and homeownership can help enhance
neighborhood stability and decrease crime, however protections should balance rights and responsibilities
for all.
Since the flood of 2008, significant efforts have been made to replace lost affordable housing stock with quality replacement
housing; however significant deficiencies still exist in the affordable rental market and home ownership market. This is
especially the case for those who fall below 60% of the area median income (AMI) in Linn County and those who are limited
in their housing options because of social and environmental stresses. Two additional factors fueling the need for more
affordable housing units are the demographic shift from rural communities in Iowa to urban centers like Cedar Rapids and
the continued migration of low income families from large regional centers from throughout the Midwest. The conclusion of
our committee is that barriers to affordable housing currently exist in our community and efforts must be made to establish
additional housing stock and options for those in need.
Current conditions that must change include:
 A lack of affordable housing stock throughout the city
 Limited supportive services that cannot keep pace with demand
 Communication gaps concerning existing programs and services
 Limited tools for addressing a small number of irresponsible property owners
 Lack of coordinated, concerted effort to address the housing challenges
The targeted population for these efforts should be:
 Low income, vulnerable and at-risk households
 Developers
 Social service providers
 Landlords and property owners
OBJECTIVE 1: Expand financial incentives for development of affordable housing throughout the city
Measures to expand financial incentives for developers, landlords and nonprofits who agree to build and provide affordable housing
should be encouraged. This will help with the current demand and provide additional housing opportunities for those in need.
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Efforts should be made to avoid concentrations of affordable housing in particular locations and a scattered site approach
should be implemented in conjunction with the newly updated City of Cedar Rapids Comprehensive Plan. In addition to
affordable rentals, emphasis on first-time home ownership opportunities for underserved households similar to the City of
Cedar Rapids ROOTS program and Habitat for Humanity’s first time home ownership program creates a win-win for all.
OBJECTIVE 2: Build community capacity for supportive services programming
Capacity (funding, staff) needs to be enhanced in social service agencies to provide and improve supportive services programming
for low income, vulnerable and at-risk populations (mental illness, disabilities, homelessness, etc.). Programs like the Tenant
Academy sponsored by Waypoint and the RISE Program sponsored by Fresh Start Ministries both exist today, but are relatively
unknown and could accomplish much more with additional resources. These programs provide education and skills to both
tenants and landlords. Public/private partnerships need to be enhanced with organizations such as the Landlords of Linn County,
Legal Aid and municipal government in an effort to increase the net impact of these valuable programs.
OBJECTIVE 3: Implement ongoing landlord education efforts
Annual landlord training should be conducted by the City of Cedar Rapids. It is important to structure the training in a manner
that is instructive and refreshing, similar to a model used to provide continuing education training. Incentives to attend can be
provided to promote participation, but a periodic recertification should be required. This training could be conducted online
and at the convenience of the landlord, but the goal would be to allow interested parties to learn more about programs and
supportive services that exist in the community that could help them improve their bottom-line. This could also help eliminate
pervasive myths and misconceptions about programs like Section 8 and provide opportunities for more dialogue between
landlords, social service agencies and city government.
OBJECTIVE 4: Target nuisance property owners
The City of Cedar Rapids Nuisance Abatement Program and improvements in the enforcement of Chapter 22 have helped
combat issues of blight and the deterioration of both rental and owner occupied housing stock in neighborhoods. While
the vast majority of landlords have been compliant with the program, today an inordinate amount of time and resources is
devoted to enforcing code violations against a small subset of property owners. Methods need to be explored, developed and
enforced that allow the City of Cedar Rapids Nuisance Abatement and Code Enforcement divisions to compel affirmative
legal actions in a more timely and effective manner. Successful code enforcement is a means to help stabilize neighborhoods,
improve housing stock and improve the quality of life for residents.
OBJECTIVE 5: Develop partnerships to revitalize aging housing stock
Much of our city’s affordable housing stock exists in older core neighborhoods. Developed during the turn of the last century,
many of these homes and apartments are showing their age and need repairs to maintain their sustainability. The continued
use of nonprofit organizations that work to improve the condition of affordable housing stock and build new first-time home
ownership in these locations needs to be supported and enhanced. This can provide job training opportunities and help
prevent issues of gentrification and blight.
OBJECTIVE 6: Coordinate and unify affordable housing efforts
At present, there is no coordinated, collaborative, unifying body or effort that develops and implements a strategic communitywide vision for affordable housing in our community. While numerous social service agencies meet to discuss collaborative
efforts and the conditions in the affordable housing industry, no entity exists with any political capital that drives changes
in public policy. For those who face housing challenges, there appears to be no unifying voice or community body that
tackles the issues associated with affordable housing in the public policy arena; this can have long term economic and social
consequences on our communities sustainability and health. This being the case, we highly recommend the creation of a
regional public/private entity with both the expertise, political capital and community connections to analyze and prioritize
affordable housing challenges and make recommendations to local governing bodies in the implementation of their own
affordable housing plans.
OBJECTIVE 7: Remove barriers faced by specific populations
The constant struggle to find safe, stable and affordable housing for individuals and their families who have prior convictions
and criminal records is a challenge that many communities grapple with, including ours.
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The balancing act between a neighborhood’s right to safety, the protection of a landlord’s property rights and an individual’s
protection from discrimination in housing can all serve as barriers for a former offender. We believe prior convictions and a
criminal record should not immediately rule an individual out during the admissions procedure for housing, but that other
factors and mitigating circumstances should also be taken into account (work record, nature of conviction, recency of
conviction, familial status and available supportive services) to help eliminate barriers. We understand that in doing so, a
landlord might be accused of charges of favoritism when evaluating these individuals simply based on the wide range of
mitigating circumstances an applicant might encounter. This creates an atmosphere where landlords, fearful of civil rights
lawsuits, fail to take any risks in the application process, which results in fewer opportunities for those facing housing
challenges. Therefore a comprehensive strategy needs to be developed that incorporates the housing needs of those with
criminal records. Civil Rights process, procedures and penalties should be taken into consideration when developing this
strategy to encourage landlords and the community to tackle this complicated and challenging issue.
OBJECTIVE 8: Strengthen and support neighborhood associations
Neighborhood associations can play a key role in the stabilization and redevelopment efforts of a city. Cedar Rapids has
enjoyed the benefits of a strong and vibrant neighborhood association movement. Today some associations remain
successful in their organizational abilities; others struggle to attract members, engage with their neighbors and develop a
sustainable model. 

“There shouldn’t be any part of the city where kids just
wander the neighborhood because they don’t have a
decent home, three square meals…there should be a
floor that no one can fall below.”
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Education
We believe that all students, regardless of their background or the barriers to learning they face, deserve
an equitable opportunity to access and benefit from a quality education. Unfortunately, too many students,
particularly students of color, are marginalized as evidenced by the widespread disparities in achievement,
discipline and post-secondary aspirations.
With a focus on engaging or reengaging disenfranchised students and families, the Cedar Rapids Community School District
will annually measure Hope (the ideas and energy students have for their future) and Engagement (the involvement in and
enthusiasm for learning) as a means of implementing and monitoring specific strategies to remove barriers to learning and to
stem the dropout rate. By implementing the strategies outlined below, the subcommittee believes there will be an increase in
Hope and Engagement in all students, thereby keeping them in school, improving public safety and increasing the number of
students who become thriving and contributing members of our community.
Current conditions that must change include:
 Low levels of Hope and Engagement in some students and their families
 Skill and knowledge gaps among staff, specifically regarding
trauma-informed care and cultural competence
 Incidents of bullying and violence between and among students
 Public safety concerns with students who are not in school
The targeted population for these efforts should be:
 CRCSD student population
 Parents/guardians
 CRCSD teachers and staff

“People on the
outside make you
feel like you’re
not going to
make it in life.”

OBJECTIVE 1: Ensure each student is prepared for success in adulthood
Implement a College/Career Readiness system designed to build a foundation for lifelong career success (as outlined in House
File 2392: Career Planning). This will provide students an opportunity to explore what is possible for them and set in motion
individualized strategies for meeting their personal goals.
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OBJECTIVE 2: Improve student attendance and eliminate chronic absenteeism
Using a trauma-informed approach, focus on the causes of chronic absenteeism to re-engage students and families in school.
School attendance rates, starting as early as preschool and kindergarten, are contributing to achievement gaps and high
school dropout rates across the country. By partnering with parents and focusing efforts on specific strategies to re-engage
chronically absent students, schools have realized a 50 percent decrease (see Appendix J) in the number of students missing
10 percent or more of their education.
OBJECTIVE 3: Constructively correct student behavior
Develop a restorative approach to discipline that includes teacher and staff education on implicit bias and trauma-informed
practices. Emerging reforms at the state and district levels reflect the use of restorative approaches. States are revising
discipline laws to enhance local discretion, curtail zero-tolerance requirements and encourage the development of alternative
disciplinary approaches such as restorative justice (see Appendix K).
OBJECTIVE 4: Reduce bullying and violence within the student population
Explore implementation of a student-led prevention and intervention model similar to the Mentors in Violence Prevention
(MVP) model. The MVP model has been evaluated in multiple high schools throughout the state and has been shown to:
 Increase awareness of bullying and abusive behaviors
 Increase knowledge of the bystander approach to preventing bullying and violence
 Decrease incidents of bullying and violence among students, including changing perceptions of peer intervention
OBJECTIVE 5: Increase cultural competencies among teachers and staff
Work with IDI LLC to use the Intercultural Development Inventory2 (IDI)[6] or similar program with district staff to guide
Professional Learning toward the development of intercultural competence. The IDI profile is an important tool for the
individual. In using the tool, developmental and training issues are identified and learning activities agreed upon in order to
progress along the intercultural development continuum. 

INTERCULTURAL DEVELOPMENT CONTINUUM

Monocultural
Mindset

Adaptation

Minimization

Acceptance

Polarization
Denial

2

Intercultural
Mindset

https://idiinventory.com/products/the-intercultural-development-continuum-idc
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Law Enforcement and Public Safety
Increasing trust between law enforcement and the community must be a critical component of any effort
to reduce violence in general and gun violence in particular. Cedar Rapids Police already have implemented
some programs, policies and practices to address the issue of violence among our youth. By continuing these
efforts, increasing collaboration and community partnerships and prioritizing enforcement of existing laws,
law enforcement can continue to play a role in the systemic, long-term reduction of violence and creation of a
more safe, equitable and thriving community.
Current conditions that must change include:
 Access and attitude toward guns (security and coolness)
 Incidents of gun violence, especially among youth
The targeted population for these efforts should be:
 The whole community
 Adults who are engaging in unlawful behavior and who have a history of
gun violence
 Youth who lack positive and supportive home and life structure

“When you’re
little, the police
are heroes. Then
you grow up and
they’re cops.”

OBJECTIVE 1: Adopt recommendations and best practices from President’s
Task Force on 21st Century Policing
In late 2014, President Barack Obama charged a diverse group of national experts to develop recommendations for ways law
enforcement agencies could enhance public safety while strengthening trust between law enforcement officers and the communities
they serve. The following May, the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing submitted its final report, with recommendations and
action items centered around six “pillars,” which are: Building Trust and Legitimacy, Policy and Oversight, Technology and Social Media,
Community Policing and Crime Reduction, Officer Training and Education, and Officer Safety and Wellness. The recommendations in
this report are well researched and thoughtfully considered. The Cedar Rapids Police Chief, Wayne Jerman, is fully supportive of the
recommendations and they should be embraced by law enforcement and supported by City and County governments.
OBJECTIVE 2: Study gun violence as a public health issue
The community should work together to study gun violence as a public health issue with collaboration between the Linn County
Department of Public Health and area law enforcement. This may require additional funding for the Public Health Department’s budget.
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OBJECTIVE 3: Continue to build relationships between police and community members
A number of community-building initiatives already are being undertaken by Cedar Rapids Police, including the Police Community
Action Team (PCAT), Start Talking it Over with Police (STOP Program) and community policing at the grassroots level. These programs,
as well as other police department outreach programs, should continue to be implemented and supported. In addition, it may be
useful to develop and implement other programs aimed at reducing disproportionate minority contact with police, as informed by the
work of the Georgetown Project group3.
OBJECTIVE 4: Increase cultural competencies among police and staff
Work with IDI LLC to use the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI)[6] or similar program with district staff to guide Professional
Learning toward the development of intercultural competence.
OBJECTIVE 5: Reduce illegal gun possession in Cedar Rapids
The apparent availability of firearms to prohibited persons, including youth, in our city is of great concern. A good number
of these firearms are acquired locally, either through theft or purchase from a legal owner. There are several strategies that
should be employed in order to reduce the troubling availability of guns. First and foremost, police and prosecutors should
prioritize enforcement of existing laws regarding illegal gun possession and requirements for permits to carry firearms. A
second strategy would be pursuing enhancements to State Code regarding restrictions on firearm possession. Finally, there
must be a comprehensive push to promote sensible and responsible gun ownership—including security of personal firearms,
training of proper care and use—taking advantage of multiple platforms and reaching multiple audiences, including schools,
media, community organizations, etc.
OBJECTIVE 6: Change youth attitudes regarding guns and violence
Currently, a number of our youth are under the mistaken impression that possessing a firearm makes a person tougher, an
adult or person to be admired, and that weapon use is a reasonable response to conflict. These perceptions must change. We
suggest a comprehensive, multifaceted outreach program, including public service announcements, directed to the young in an
effort to change attitudes about guns and violence.There are several viable models that have been successful here and in other
communities. Some examples of programs to be explored or supported include the Mentors in Violence Prevention Program
(MVP) in cooperation with the US Attorney for the Northern District of Iowa, local law enforcement and local school districts; the
Unsnapping Anger Management Program through Area Substance Abuse Council (ASAC) and the Department of Correctional
Services; and the adult Welcome and Re-entry Notification (WARN) coordination between the Department of Correctional
Services, Cedar Rapids Police Department, the US Attorney Office and community/neighborhood partners. A juvenile WARN
program also should be considered, in collaboration with Cedar Rapids Police Department and other relevant agencies.
OBJECTIVE 7: Support other community violence prevention efforts
Many groups and individuals already are actively working to reduce crime and create safer neighborhoods in Cedar Rapids.
The city, county and school district should identify ways to work with and support these efforts, particularly those that take
a “weed and seed” approach—weeding out negative elements and nurturing more positive relationships and behaviors—and
preventative programming that connects cognitive elements with behavior. Additional efforts can be made to strengthen
probation and police partnerships in the community, and between law enforcement, juvenile probation and social service
agencies to provide proactive support to children at potential risk of becoming offenders. Particular recognition and support
should be given to the neighborhood associations operating throughout the city that work to augment this support.
Mentoring is a lynchpin tool in prevention, and should be robustly supported by reestablishing mentoring programs tailored
for at-risk youth, in the model of the former Children of Promise program. In addition, although many local agencies and
groups are involved in mentoring in one form or another, at present, the landscape is fragmented and limited by resources
and lack of communication. Coordinating and aligning community mentoring resources would help ensure youth and
families don’t fall between the cracks, and would promote best practices. Shared resources, such as a mentoring academy
and hotline, would help mentoring organizations focus resources on mentoring, support, guidance toward positive decisionmaking and positive community connections. Education and support in positive, non-violent parent strategies should be
offered to parents through churches, social service organizations and support networks. These programs should be funded
by the private community, nonprofits and community foundation support. 

3

http://www.georgetownproject.org
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Programming
We know that structured, organized experiences for our community’s youth are critical to their health and wellbeing. While quality, well-designed programs exist in our community for all ages, it is challenging to complete
a comprehensive audit of all programs available to all youth.
The City of Cedar Rapids prides itself on being a family-friendly community. While many opportunities and
experiences exist in Cedar Rapids for families, we also know that families in poverty and youth in impoverished homes lack
access to those experiences. Furthermore, based on interviews with school-aged youth, we found that after school and
summer programming is not accessible to many families in need.
We market our community as a wholesome, healthy place to raise a family. We must take actions to make that image a reality
for all youth and families in all quadrants of the city.
Current conditions that must change include:
 Completion of a comprehensive program audit, including programs outside of those funded/known by United Way, 			
Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation, Cedar Rapids Community School District and Decatorization (Decat) funds
 Gaps in programs for middle and high school youth by quadrant and times available
 Cumbersome 2-1-1 system
 Visible support provided to youth programs through city and county government and private enterprises
 Development of a dynamic process to encourage active participation of youth in community programs
The targeted population for these efforts should be:
 Youth ages 3-18
 Parents/guardians of all children
OBJECTIVE 1: Enhance 2-1-1 services for user and service providers or explore new platform
A centrally available database is needed to connect parents to resources and programs in the community. The idea of a single
number that serves as a clearinghouse for information about resources is an excellent one. Unfortunately, in its current form, 2-11 is nearly impossible to navigate if you are not proficient in English, if you are unfamiliar with the actual program that you need, or
the system is overloaded with a high call volume. The Task Force recommends the implementation of a real-time process using
unique identifiers grouping like programs together.
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This unique identifier (keywords) would provide a common language to identify programs so they could be understood by
all accessing the system and would allow users to better filter the information. It would not require the user to know the
appropriate agency, rather it would be service driven. This would provide users with a realistic snapshot of active programs in
a given year. To keep the service current, all known funders could require their grantees to upload and/or update information
about their program or service into an editable document or system that updates the 2-1-1 service in real-time regularly. The
addition of a web-based option that could be linked to various other databases and online information hubs would provide
for the widest dissemination of information. Further research is required to investigate services like 2-1-1 in other cities that
currently have real-time updating capacities for service providers.
OBJECTIVE 2: Market to the community to gather additional information for a complete audit of available programs
The audit completed by the program subcommittee includes 157 programs from over 80 agencies. The audit is missing
information and likely missing existing programs. The services included were generated through four sources: United Way
of East Central Iowa, Greater Cedar Rapids Community Foundation, Cedar Rapids Community Schools and DECAT funded
programs. While quite comprehensive, other sources need to be investigated and included in the audit. With the addition of
the editable document (mentioned previously in Objective 1) and a targeted marketing campaign to capture programs not
currently listed, we can garner a full range of programs addressing youth 0-18. Once new information is gathered and entered
into the system, gaps in programming can be determined and addressed. Programs could be filtered by quadrant, ages
served, times available, accessibility, program goals, non-traditional hours of programming, funding sources and cost.
OBJECTIVE 3: Enhance funding sources available to service providers in the community
Resource mapping across all programs would help to identify quadrants where there is a dearth of services as well as quadrants
that may receive an overlap of funding for like services. This would help new nonprofits identify where services already exist or are
lacking in target areas. A resource map and comprehensive program audit could provide a “cradle to career” network of programs
that will empower Cedar Rapids youth. The full range of services include: Quality Early Childhood Education (ECE), Kindergarten
Readiness, Grade-level Reading, Graduation, Post Secondary, Career Attainment, Mental Health and Mentoring. The Task Force
believes that the larger business community could play a bigger role in growing these programs and service offerings. Helping
employers envision our youth as a pipeline of future employees will require greater connections with all local employers and a
concerted promotional effort by all community stakeholders to better articulate the value of enhancing partnerships between the
nonprofit and private sectors. Questions to address would include how our large and smaller businesses could better support the
community’s youth with the end goal of creating a pipeline for a vibrant future workforce.
OBJECTIVE 4: Enhance marketing efforts promoting available programming
A comprehensive communication strategy is required to link together the array of programming options available for youth
and families into a coherent message. We recommend the development of marketing and education campaigns providing
information to users community-wide. The campaign will educate, inform and direct parents/users to the central database.
The use of social media platforms will assist in the effort to stay in contact with youth and parents. Social media continues
to evolve but when properly implemented, social media can increase public awareness and visibility, expand influence,
increase external communication, build new and enhance existing relationships, increase diversity of participants and help
the city become more a part of the community conversation. We recommend consideration of time-sensitive PSAs, billboards
and other social media campaigns to direct parents to programming options, especially during critical out-of-school times
(summer, fall, winter and spring breaks). 

“There’s nothing to do but fight.”
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CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL
RECOMMENDATIONS
y design, task forces end. But the work of creating safer, more equitable and thriving communities
must be ongoing.
Many of the recommendations contained within this report will take months or even years of sustained,
focused effort. More than a few will require coordination and collaboration between public entities, community
partners, neighborhoods and individuals. They will require a commitment of resources, time and effort.
Through this process, we discovered there is no shortage of caring, committed people doing great work to help
make our communities safer, more equitable and thriving environments for all—regardless of race, age, income,
education or other demographic factor. The challenge is in coordinating, supporting and promoting these fine
efforts to broaden our reach, eliminate redundancies, identify gaps and fill them.
For this reason, it is our strong recommendation that a standing SET body be established with representation from
all three entities to continue to identify best practices, coordinate efforts, offer support, target gaps in resources
and continue public education about these issues. It is our suggestion that each entity designate a specific staff
person to act as a SET coordinator to further facilitate these efforts.
It is within our power and in all of our best interests to create a more safe, equitable and thriving community for
all. We know what the end goal looks like. In many ways, we know the paths to get there. As leaders of some of
our community’s most powerful and influential institutions, we must act on these recommendations on behalf of
all people who live in our cities and towns.
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APPENDIX B: NEIGHBORHOOD DATA & COMPARISONS

Neighborhood Comparisons:

Data Sources: ACS 5 yr 2013, 2010 Census, parcel data from City and County, and 2014 School District Data

Hiawatha

Cedar
Rapids

Tract 17 Block
Groups 3,5, 6 and
Tract 19 Block Group
2

Tract 2.01

N/A

41

35

38

36

264 (14%)

109 (7%)

287 (8%)

354 (6%)

7%

696 (15%)

136 (7%)

271 (16%)

449 (12%)

798 (14%)

13%

1163 (25%)

650 (34%)

578 (24%)

1745 (46%)

649 (11%)

15%

385 (18%)

152 (8%)

78 (9%)

271 (20%)

215 (8%)

11%

3,060

3,125

4,610

data not available

101,112

Westdale

Taylor

Oakhill Jackson

Census Label

Tract 10.03 Block
Groups 3 & 4

Tract 22

Tract 27 Block
Groups 1 & 2

Median Age

33

29

Below Age 5

362 (8%)

Over 65
Percent Not White
Female Headed
Households
Safe CR Calls & Arrests

3,377

Wellington
Heights

(Jan-Aug 2015)

(Cedar Hills data)

# Housing Units

2,201

827

916

1,339

2,753

57,767

1597 (73%)

369 (60%)

607 (67%)

539 (26%)

1,180 (45%)

31%

Renter Occupied
Renter HCB

731 (45%)

241 (71%)

135 (27%)

384 (71%)

258 (28%)

40%

Owner Occupied

604 (27%)

244 (40%)

303 (33%)

1853 (74%)

1,421 (55%)

69%

Owner HCB

218 (35%)

196 (47%)

79 (40%)

332 (18%)

286 (19%)

30%

Total HCB

949 (42%)

437 (58%)

214 (30%)

30%

544 (23%)

31%

Mobility
(Moving in 1 yr)

653 (14%)

505 (27%)

336 (22%)

830 (20%)

841 (15%)

11%

$28,407

$29,449

$19,190

$32,057

$45,615

$52,216

217 (24%)

131 (33%)

69 (27%)

173 (26%)

138 (10%)

7%

Unemployed Black
Americans 16+

61 (20%)

0 (0%)

5 (9%)

76 (27%)

0 (0%)

14%

Elementary School

Hoover & Van
Buren

Taylor & Harrison

Grant Wood

Grant Wood &
Johnson

Nixon &
Hiawatha

CRCSD

Fall Kindergarten
Readiness

34% & 44%

15% & 50%

33%

33% & 49%

72% & 55%

50%

Spring Kindergarten
Readiness

81% & 82%

80% & 59%

96%

96% & 67%

63% & 80%

76%

% Free and Reduced
Lunch

72% & 74%

88% & 70%

61%

61% & 84%

51% & 58%

56%

% Less than HS

266 (9%)

177 (15%)

211 (16%)

266 (12%)

329 (8%)

7%

% Less than
Post-secondary

1210 (42%)

533 (46%)

643 (49%)

1236 (54%)

1,552 (62%)

34%

821 (37%)

166 (27%)

379

613 (46%)

408 (16%)

13%

Median Household
Income
Family Income Below
Poverty lvel

Households w/ Food
Assist.

(42%)

Social Vulnerability Index
93%
69%

87%
87%

98%
99%

67%
57%

77%
44%

n/a

Household
Composition

62%

25%

49%

87%

51%

n/a

Housing and
Transportation

99%

81%

98%

60%

93%

n/a

Minority-Language

89%

87%

91%

50%

93%

n/a

Overall
Socioeconomic

n/a

**Note: Westdale Oakhill Jackson, and Wellington Heights are at the Block Group level, but the Social Vulnerability Index variables are at the
census tract level.
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APPENDIX B: NEIGHBORHOOD DATA & COMPARISONS

ADDRESS

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION

AGE SERVED

African American Museum

55 12th Ave. SE

Youth Education Program

Pre-K to 12 Grade

Aid to Women

701 Center Pointe Rd. NE

Help single moms who are alone
and don’t know what to do when
they’re pregnant.

Alternative Kindergarten (4 school sites)
CRCSD

Garfield: 1201 Maplewood Drive NE;
Grant: 254 Outlook Drive SW; Monroe:
3200 Pioneer Ave SE; Coolidge: 6225
1st Ave SW

Alternative Kindergarten

5 years old

America Red Cross Grant Wood Area Chapter

6300 Rockwell Drive

Youth Education & Training (a fee
is required)

Depends on course you
want to take

Area Substance Abuse Council (ASAC)--Youth
Residential Program

3601 16th Ave. SW

CD+ is a youth residential
substance abuse treatment
program.

13 to 18

4050 Bowling Street SW

Is a program for mothers
with children. It also provide
programming for youth of parents
addressing substance abuse
issues.

Newborn to age 18
as long as they are
still in high school

Mom’s Morning Out. State-licensed
program for children (a fee is
required).

18 months to 4 year olds

Pre-School

3 & 4 year olds

Area Substance Abuse Council (ASAC)--Heart
of Iowa

Bethany Lutheran Church

Bethel AME Church

2202 Forest Drive SE

Mentoring services to youth;
provides clothes and
a weekly meal to children in
neighborhood.

512 6th Street SE

Community Based Mentoring
Big Brothers Big Sisters

3150 E Ave. NW, Suite #103
Lunch Buddies Mentoring

Elementary Aged
Children

Boys & Girls Club of Cedar Rapids

Polk Unit:
1500 B Ave. NE
Hoover Unit:
4141 Johnson Ave. NW
South Unit:
361 17th Street SE
Olivet Unit:
237 Tenth Street NW

Out of school programming

Camp Courageous

12007 190th Street
Monticello, IA 52310

Year-round respite care and
recreational facility
for individuals of all ages with
disabilities.

Campfire for Boys and Girls

6300 Rockwell Dr NE
(multiple locations)

Offers after-school programs for
boys and girls.
An outreach program in Wellington
Heights.

K-12th Grade

Cedar Rapids Early Learning Programs
(13 school sites)

Coolidge: 6225 1st Ave SW; Kenwood:
3700 E Ave NE; Cleveland: 2200 1st
Avenue NW; Monroe: 3200 Pioneer
Ave SE; Grant: 254 Outlook Drive
SW; Nixon: 200 Nixon Dr, Hiawatha;
Harrison: 1310 11th St NW; Polk: 1500
B Ave NE; Hiawatha: 603 Emmons St,
Hiawatha; Wright: 1524 Hollywood Blvd
NE; Hoover: 4141 Johnson Ave NW;
Jackson: 1300 38th St NW; Taylor: 720
7th Ave SW

Pre-School

3 to 5 years old
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ORGANIZATION NAME:

ADDRESS

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION

Cedar Rapids Parks & Recreation

2000 Mt. Vernon Rd. SE (multiple sites)

Youth Activities

Cedar Rapids Public Library

Downtown:
450 5th Avenue SE
Ladd Library:
3750 Williams Blvd. SW

Youth Activities

Cedar Valley Resource Center

Don’t have the new address online

School-Based Programming
PHASE: Supervised Community
Treatment

Children & Families of Iowa

2100 First Ave NE

Elevate: Transitioning Youth to
Adulthood

Community Corrections Improvement
Association

901 29th Ave. SW

Children of Promise, Youth
Leadership, Foster Grandparent
Program

Early Childhood Iowa-Linn County

1240 26th Avenue Ct. SW

Voice to support, grants to
strengthen and meet the needs
of all young children

Equipping Youth

118 3rd Ave SE

Powerful Choices Abstinence
Program for Youths

Family Resource Center

1382 Second Ave SE
3405 7th Ave, #100, Marion

Head Start, Well Child Screening
Clinic

Family Resource Center (Northwest
Neighborhood)

520 11th St. NW

Day Care, Headstart, Recreation

Five Seasons Learning Centers

Arthur: 2630 B Avenue NE; Coolidge:
6225 1st Ave SW; Grant: 254 Outlook
Drive SW; Hiawatha: 603 Emmons
St, Hiawatha; Nixon: 200 Nixon Dr,
Hiawatha; Viola Gibson: 6101 Gibson
Dr NE; Wright: 1524 Hollywood Blvd NE

Five Seasons Learning Centers

Foundation 2, Inc

3015 12th Ave SW

Youth Services

Foundation 2, Inc

1500 2nd Ave SE

Independent Living Programs

1540 2nd Ave SE

Juvenile & Family Assistance
& Stabilization: Serving youth
with immediate mental health or
substance abuse needs.
Street Outreach Services: Serves
youth who are homeless, have run
away, or are at-risk

Four Oaks

5400 Kirkwood Blvd. SW

Asperger’s Program
Corner Stone
Family Foster Care
Remedial Services (Abbe Oaks/
Abbe Mental Health Center)

Girl Scouts of Eastern Iowa and Western
Illinois

317 7th Ave SE (multiple locations)

Girl Scout Troops

Girl Scouts of Eastern Iowa and Western
Illinois

317 7th Ave SE (multiple locations)

Girl Scout Camp Program

Girl Scouts of Eastern Iowa and Western
Illinois

317 7th Ave SE (multiple locations)

Girl Scout Outreach Program

Goodwill Industries of the Heartland

1441 Blairs Ferry Rd. NE

Career Connections

1120 33rd Ave SW

Early ACCESS Program (With
Development Delay
Childcare Alliance Response Team
(C.A.R.T.)
College for Kids
Reading Recovery

Foundation 2, Inc

Grant Wood AEA
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AGE SERVED

Birth to 5 years old

5 to 17 years old

High School Age

Birth to 3 years old

ADDRESS

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION

HACAP

1515 Hawkeye Dr., Hiawatha

Early Head Start
Head Start Wrap Around
Crisis Child Care

Hawkeye Area Council, Boy Scouts of
America

660 32nd Ave SW

Scouting - Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts,
Venturing

Horizons

819 5th Street SE

I-CAN (Skill Building Services
for Kids with Mental Health &
Behavioral Problems)
Mental Health Counseling

Iowa College Access Network (ICAN)

1100 Blairs Ferry Road NE

College Planning Programming

Iowana Council of Camp Fire USA & Camp
Hitaga

5551 Hitaga Rd, Walker, IA

Little Stars, Starflight, Adventure,
Discovery, Horizon

ISU Extension

3279 7th Ave., Marion (multiple sites)

4H: STARS before-school tutoring
(Johnson)

Jane Boyd Community House

943 14th Ave SE
Cedar Valley: 3000 J St SW
Johnson STEAM: 355 18th St SE
Hawthorne Hills: 2263 C St SW

Achievement Academy After
School Program

6 to 13 years old

Junior Achievement of Eastern Iowa, Inc.

324 3rd St SE #200 (multiple sites)

K-12 Programming
Classroom Presentations: work
readiness, entrepreneurship and
financial literacy.

5 to 18 years old
5 to 18 years old

Kids First Law Center

420 6th St SE #160

Representation for Children of
Divorce (There’s a sliding fee/
depending on income)
Putting Kids With Your Ex (Free of
Charge)

6 to 16 years old
Children under the age of 18

Kirkwood Community College

6301 Kirkwood Blvd. SW

Kirkwood Kids (Full-Day Child
Development Service)
High School Completion Program
Skill to Employment

Linn County Child Development Center

520 11th St NW

Full-day child development
services (low income
& children with special needs
prioritized)

Linn County Extension

383 Collins Rd NE #201

4-H

Linn County Youth Services

520 11th St NW

Peer Group

Marion Cares

1050 McGowan Blvd, Marion

Connecting & Resourcing Students

Matthew 25

225 K Ave NW

Book Buddies (Taylor & Cleveland)
Groundswell/Youth Arts
Central Corridor Gamers (located
in Hubbard Ice Bldg)

MetroCare Connection

Office: 720 7th Ave SW; Wilson: 2301 J
Street SW; Jefferson: 1243 20th Street
SW; Metro: 1212 7th St SE; Grant Wood
(until Taylor available): 645 26th St SE

Free school-based health care to
students (and siblings) in CRCSD;
includes mental health and
substance abuse

Olivet Neighborhood Mission

237 10th St NW

Head Start (HACAP)
After School Drop-In Program

Planned Parenthood of East Central Iowa

3425 1st Ave SE

Birth control; Education;
Counseling.
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AGE SERVED
3 to 5 years old

5 to 17 years old

6 weeks to 5 years old

Up to 12 Grade
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ORGANIZATION NAME:

ADDRESS

PROGRAM
DESCRIPTION

Parent Education Consortium

Harrison: 1310 11th St NW; Grant: 254
Outlook Dr SW; Monroe: 3200 Pioneer
Ave SE; Prairie View: 401 76th Ave SW;
Prairie Crest: 401 76th Ave SW; Linn
County Child Development Center:
520 11th St NW; Grant Wood AEA:
1120 33rd Ave SW; St. Luke’s Child
Protection Center: 1095 N Center Point
Rd, Hiawatha

Parenting Classes

Rape Victim Advocacy Program

332 S Linn St #100, Iowa City, IA

St. Matthew’s

125 24th Street NE

Pre-School

3 to 4 years old

St Paul’s FOCUS

1340 3rd Avenue SE

Pre-School

2 to Kindergarten

T.I.E.S

1026 A Ave NE

Children with moderate to severe
behavior disorders

Children under 6

Tanager Place

1030 5th Ave SE

Psychological Support for Children
in Need

Taylor School

720 7th Ave SW

Before and After School Program
Boys & Girls Club

The Arc of East Central Iowa

680 2nd St SE #200

Day Care (Beginning Age 0-5 years
old)
Summer Program
Respite

The Salvation Army

1000 C Ave NW

Summer Day Camp

5 to 12 years old

Trinity Lane

400 3rd Avenue SW

Pre-School

2 to Kindergarten

Waypoint Services for Women Children and
Families

318 5th St SE

Child Care Division
Before and After School Program
Adventure Day Camp
Quality Early Childhood
Development
Caring, Healthy, Responsible Youth
(5 to 12)

Wellington Heights Neighborhood Association

1600 4th Ave SE

Summer Projects

Workplace Learning Connection

1770 Boyson Rd, Hiawatha, IA

Career Awareness and Exploration

K-12th Grade

YMCA of the Cedar Rapids Metropolitan Area

Echo Hill Elementary School:
400 Echo Hill, Road, Marion, IA
Truman Elementary School:
441 West Post Road NW
Van Buren Elementary:
2525 29th Street, Cedar Rapids

School Age Child Care for Before &
After School

5 to 12 years old

YMCA of the Cedar Rapids Metropolitan Area

207 7th Ave SE

Growing Strong Together (5 to 11)

5 to 11

Young Parents Network

420 6th St SE

Youth Development
Bright Futures

K-12th Grade
Birth to 5 years old
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AGE SERVED

Day Care--5-21 years old
Summer Day--5-21 years old

Birth to 5 years old
5 to 12 years old
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APPENDIX E: GALLUP STUDENT POLL RESULTS

GALLUP STUDENT POLL
ENGAGED TODAY - READY FOR TOMORROW
CEDAR RAPIDS COMM SCHOOL DISTRICT
FALL 2015 SCORECARD

INTRODUCTION
The Gallup Student Poll is a 24-question survey that measures the engagement, hope, entrepreneurial aspiration and career/financial
literacy of students in grades 5-12. The Gallup Student Poll includes non-cognitive metrics with links to student success. This
scorecard reflects U.S. overall data comparison results from surveys completed in U.S. public schools.

Engagement: The involvement in and enthusiasm for school.

Hope: The ideas and energy students have for the future.

Entrepreneurial Aspiration: The talent and energy for
building businesses that survive, thrive and employ others.

Career/Financial Literacy: The information, attitudes
and behaviors that students need to practice for healthy
participation in the economy.

This document contains proprietary research, copyrighted materials, and literary property of Gallup, Inc.
Gallup is a trademark of Gallup, Inc.
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ENGAGEMENT
THE INVOLVEMENT IN AND ENTHUSIASM FOR SCHOOL.

ENGAGEMENT INDEX*

Engaged

50%

n=7,035

30%

Not Engaged
Actively Disengaged

20%

Your District

U.S. Overall

3.91
n=7,035

3.90
n=867,454

ENGAGEMENT GRANDMEAN
At this school, I get to do what I do best every day.

3.63

3.57

My teachers make me feel my schoolwork is important.

4.03

4.04

I have fun at school.

3.45

3.50

I feel safe in this school.

3.90

I have a best friend at school.

3.93

4.48

In the last seven days, someone has told me I have done good work at school.

4.38

3.71

In the last seven days, I have learned something interesting at school.

3.65

3.92

The adults at my school care about me.

3.92

3.91

I have at least one teacher who makes me excited about the future.

3.85

4.10

4.13

GRANDMEAN BY GRADE
5th
4.29

6th
4.19

7th
4.01

8th
3.75

9th
3.92

10th
3.68

11th
3.67

%1

ITEM RESPONSES

TOTAL N

%2

%3

STRONGLY DISAGREE

9

12th
3.67

30

%4

STRONGLY AGREE

36

21

At this school, I get to do what I do best every day.

7,155

My teachers make me feel my schoolwork is important.

7,357

I feel safe in this school.

7,335

I have fun at school.

7,412

I have a best friend at school.

7,330

In the last seven days, someone has told me I have done good work at school.

7,078

13

In the last seven days, I have learned something interesting at school.

7,336

8

17

28

41

The adults at my school care about me.

6,950

8

19

30

39

I have at least one teacher who makes me excited about the future.

7,211

7 12

6

19

8
9

31

19
26

38
28

6 12
9

41

31

13

%5

24

74
14

23

24

42

52

*Minimum n size of 100 required for full index and 30 for percent Engaged only.
2
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HOPE
THE IDEAS AND ENERGY STUDENTS HAVE FOR THE FUTURE.

HOPE INDEX

Hopeful

49%

n=7,249

34%

Stuck
Discouraged

17%

Your District

U.S. Overall

4.26
n=7,249

4.25
n=901,714

HOPE GRANDMEAN
I know I will graduate from high school.

4.73

4.69

I have a great future ahead of me.

4.45

4.48

I have many goals.

4.24

4.26

I can think of many ways to get good grades.

4.19

I can find many ways around problems.

4.21

3.92

I have a mentor who encourages my development.

3.92

3.58

I know I will find a good job in the future.

3.52

4.40

4.43

GRANDMEAN BY GRADE
5th
4.41

6th
4.32

7th
4.33

8th
4.17

9th
4.28

10th
4.14

11th
4.23

%1

ITEM RESPONSES

TOTAL N

%2

12th
4.24

%3

STRONGLY DISAGREE

%5

STRONGLY AGREE

13

81

I know I will graduate from high school.

7,194

I have a great future ahead of me.

6,988

I can think of many ways to get good grades.

7,366

15

I have many goals.

7,362

14

I can find many ways around problems.

7,323

6

I have a mentor who encourages my development.

6,766

11 10

I know I will find a good job in the future.

6,963

9

26

10

%4

62
33

47

25

22

54
38

20
26

32

26

32
60

3
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ENTREPRENEURIAL ASPIRATION
THE TALENT AND ENERGY FOR BUILDING BUSINESSES THAT
SURVIVE, THRIVE AND EMPLOY OTHERS.

ENTREPRENEURIAL ASPIRATION
n=5,606

Your District

U.S. Overall

2.27
n=5,606

2.48
n=684,180

ENTREPRENEURIAL ASPIRATION GRANDMEAN
I will invent something that changes the world.

2.61

2.81

I plan to start my own business.

2.86

3.10

I have my own business now.

1.45

1.58

I am learning how to start and run a business.

2.22

2.45

GRANDMEAN BY GRADE
5th
2.65

6th
2.48

7th
2.42

8th
2.22

9th
2.17

10th
1.96

%1

ITEM RESPONSES

TOTAL N

I will invent something that changes the world.

6,137

I plan to start my own business.

6,571

I am learning how to start and run a business.

6,988

I have my own business now.

7,103

11th
2.08

%2

%3

STRONGLY DISAGREE

26

20

26
23

41

23
79

%4

%5

STRONGLY AGREE

23

23

12th
2.13

13
16
18

12
18

10 9
8

4
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CAREER/FINANCIAL LITERACY
THE INFORMATION, ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIORS THAT STUDENTS NEED
TO PRACTICE FOR HEALTHY PARTICIPATION IN THE ECONOMY.

CAREER/FINANCIAL LITERACY
n=6,757

Your District

U.S. Overall

3.50
n=6,757

3.30
n=817,732

CAREER/FINANCIAL LITERACY GRANDMEAN
I have a paying job now.

2.32

2.10

I am learning how to save and spend money.

3.74

3.77

I am involved in at least one activity, such as a club, music, sports or volunteering.

4.18

4.12

I have a bank account with money in it.

3.74

3.22

GRANDMEAN BY GRADE
5th
3.46

6th
3.43

7th
3.36

8th
3.31

9th
3.33

10th
3.43

11th
3.84

%1

ITEM RESPONSES

TOTAL N

I have a paying job now.

7,263

I am learning how to save and spend money.

7,359

I have a bank account with money in it.

7,017

I am involved in at least one activity, such as a club, music, sports
or volunteering.

7,326

%2

%3

STRONGLY DISAGREE

55
9 10

19

24
14

12th
4.01

%4

STRONGLY AGREE

9

8

22

23
40

6 9
6

%5

58
71

5
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ITEMS BY GRADE
Your District
5th

6th

7th

8th

9th

10th

11th

12th

ENGAGEMENT GRANDMEAN BY GRADE

4.29

4.19

4.01

3.75

3.92

3.68

3.67

3.67

At this school, I get to do what I do best every day.

3.86

3.70

3.66

3.32

3.78

3.54

3.59

3.54

My teachers make me feel my schoolwork is important.

4.41

4.28

4.07

3.86

4.14

3.81

3.79

3.74

I feel safe in this school.

4.25

4.15

3.92

3.66

3.87

3.75

3.76

3.77

I have fun at school.

3.92

3.81

3.56

3.16

3.54

3.22

3.11

3.09

I have a best friend at school.

4.69

4.73

4.66

4.59

4.41

4.28

4.18

4.13

In the last seven days, someone has told me I have done good work at school.

4.04

4.06

3.89

3.66

3.77

3.41

3.35

3.39

In the last seven days, I have learned something interesting at school.

4.29

4.18

4.00

3.71

3.94

3.70

3.77

3.68

The adults at my school care about me.

4.47

4.28

3.99

3.73

3.79

3.55

3.60

3.71

I have at least one teacher who makes me excited about the future.

4.46

4.43

4.24

3.94

3.92

3.89

3.87

3.93

HOPE GRANDMEAN BY GRADE

4.41

4.32

4.33

4.17

4.28

4.14

4.23

4.24

I know I will graduate from high school.

4.64

4.68

4.74

4.69

4.78

4.75

4.78

4.79

I have a great future ahead of me.

4.58

4.52

4.52

4.39

4.43

4.35

4.35

4.42

I can think of many ways to get good grades.

4.34

4.27

4.26

4.09

4.25

4.04

4.11

4.15

I have many goals.

4.27

4.24

4.33

4.12

4.28

4.16

4.25

4.26

I can find many ways around problems.

3.95

3.85

3.87

3.80

3.93

3.85

4.07

4.12

I have a mentor who encourages my development.

4.04

3.66

3.67

3.38

3.53

3.33

3.52

3.50

I know I will find a good job in the future.

4.65

4.54

4.53

4.34

4.36

4.27

4.18

4.23

ENTREPRENEURIAL ASPIRATION GRANDMEAN BY GRADE

2.65

2.48

2.42

2.22

2.17

1.96

2.08

2.13

I will invent something that changes the world.

3.09

2.86

2.79

2.47

2.50

2.27

2.37

2.41

I plan to start my own business.

3.29

3.11

3.05

2.84

2.73

2.46

2.67

2.60

I am learning how to start and run a business.

2.55

2.47

2.34

2.21

2.12

1.89

2.01

2.14

I have my own business now.

1.73

1.57

1.54

1.44

1.34

1.29

1.27

1.40

CAREER/FINANCIAL LITERACY GRANDMEAN BY GRADE

3.46

3.43

3.36

3.31

3.33

3.43

3.84

4.01

I have a paying job now.

2.05

1.84

1.84

1.87

1.92

2.40

3.50

3.77

I am learning how to save and spend money.

3.96

3.78

3.76

3.59

3.57

3.57

3.81

3.96

I have a bank account with money in it.

3.49

3.68

3.46

3.53

3.66

3.80

4.16

4.35

I am involved in at least one activity, such as a club, music, sports
or volunteering.

4.32

4.41

4.37

4.29

4.17

3.93

3.85

3.96

- No Data Available

6
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DEMOGRAPHIC ITEMS
WHAT IS YOUR AGE IN YEARS?*
9
or under

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
or over

0%

10%

13%

13%

13%

13%

13%

11%

10%

2%

0%

0%

AFTER I FINISH HIGH SCHOOL, I WILL MOST LIKELY
Attend a four-year college or university
Attend a two-year college
Attend training to learn a skill or trade
Enter the military
Work at a paid job
Volunteer or serve on a mission
Take time off
Start my own business
Other
Don’t know

61%
10%
2%
5%
4%
0%
1%
2%
4%
11%

COMPARED TO MOST STUDENTS,

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING BEST DESCRIBES

I DO WELL IN SCHOOL.

THE GRADES YOU GET AT SCHOOL

%1 STRONGLY
DISAGREE
19

%5 STRONGLY

% DON'T

AGREE

Poor

KNOW

37

Average

Good

26

Excellent

46

21

33

ARE YOU OF HISPANIC, LATINO, OR SPANISH

WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING DESCRIBES YOUR

ORIGIN - SUCH AS MEXICAN, PUERTO RICAN,

RACE? PLEASE MARK ALL THAT APPLY.*

CUBAN, OR OTHER SPANISH ORIGIN?*

White

Yes
No

Choose not to answer

9%

Black or African-American

12%

American Indian or Alaska Native

Asian

79%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
Choose not to answer

WHAT IS YOUR GENDER?*
Male

Female

Choose not to answer

Don’t Know

75%
19%
4%
6%
2%
8%

HOW OFTEN DID YOU MISS SCHOOL LAST YEAR
WITHOUT A GOOD REASON OR BECAUSE YOU

49%

WERE SICK?

48%
3%

A lot

Some

Not much

None at all

Don’t know/Choose not to answer

8%

20%
50%
18%
4%

*Minimum n size of 30 required to report results.
7
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APPENDIX
SHARING GALLUP STUDENT POLL RESULTS

Gallup encourages schools and districts to share their Gallup Student Poll results with your local community and key stakeholders.
Below are some guidelines for the public release of school, district, and the overall convenience sample data and results.

You may share the Gallup Student Poll participation results for your school and/or district. The total number of respondents for
your school or district is represented by the n sizes on the scorecard. Your school or district participation rate is based upon the
total number of eligible students in your school. Students in grades 5 through 12 are eligible to participate in the Gallup
Student Poll.

Please include the Gallup Student Poll Methodology and Limitations of Polling. If most eligible students in grades five through
twelve were polled, the district (or school) may indicate that the data represent a census.

Please do not compare your school or district’s data to the overall line of data on your scorecard when publicly sharing results.
Since the overall data found in your school or district report is an aggregate of a convenience sample of all schools and districts
that opted to participate in the Gallup Student Poll within that survey year, the data are not representative of the U.S.
population of students in grades 5 through 12 and are thereby not fit for data comparisons.
You may share district or school plans to utilize the data to inform strategies and focus.
If you would like more information on how to publicly share Gallup Student Poll data, please email Gallup at:
educationhelp@gallup.com.
GALLUP STUDENT POLL METHODOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS OF POLLING

The annual Gallup Student Poll is offered at no cost for U.S. schools and districts in the United States. The online poll is completed
by a convenience sample of schools and districts each fall. Schools participating in the annual Gallup Student Poll are not randomly
selected and are neither charged nor given any incentives beyond receipt of school-specific data. Participation rates vary by school.

The poll is conducted during a designated survey period and available during school hours Monday through Friday only. The Gallup
Student Poll is administered to students in grades 5 through 12. The primary application of the Gallup Student Poll is as a measure
of non-cognitive metrics with links to student success in academic and other youth development settings.
The overall data from the annual administration of the Gallup Student Poll may not reflect responses from a nationally representative
sample of students, and the overall data are not statistically weighted to reflect the U.S. student population; thereby, overall data and
scorecards should be used cautiously by local schools and districts as a data comparison. School and district data and scorecards
provide meaningful data for local comparisons and may inform strategic initiatives and programming, though the results are not
generalizable beyond the universe of the participating school or district.

8
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APPENDIX F: SECTION 8 HOUSING CHOICE VOUCHER (HCV) PROGRAM
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APPENDIX G: HOUSING NEEDS ANALYSIS

View the full report at
http://www.cedar-rapids.org/document_center/CommDev/12.16%20Cedar%20Rapids%20Housing%20Needs%20Update.pdf
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The following is a document used to interview selected students at a number of middle and high schools in the
Cedar Rapids Community School District. The responses shown are unedited and reflect the views and perceptions
of the students. Although we understand some of the views expressed by the students may not be based in fact, we
understand that their perceptions color their reality, and after much discussion, the Task Force decided that there was
value in including these responses in their raw form.
 Some adults from nonprofits have been meeting since the shooting last fall to try to make our community a safe
place where all kids have an equal chance at success.
 We are part of that group and wanted to interview kids to get their input. We’d like to get your opinions about both
the problems in the community and your ideas for solutions.
 Your responses are completely anonymous; we are interviewing kids at several schools and we are not writing down
any names.
GENERAL

1

Think of an adult you trust... If that person said, “I really want to help kids,” what could they do?
What can adults in this community to do help kids?

2

What are the good things you see in your school or community or in your life?

SCHOOL

3

Does it feel like people in the community want you to succeed? How can you tell?
Have you experienced racism in Cedar Rapids?

4

When you aren’t at school, what adult(s) wonder where you are?
If you skipped school, what adult would know and what would they say or do?

5

Have you talked to the Student Resource Officer at your school?
If not, why not?
If so, how did it go?
What is the SRO’s role at your school?
How has knowing the SRO changed how you think about the police? In what way?

CONFLICT

6

What experience do you or your friends have resolving conflicts without fighting?
What works? What doesn’t work?
Who taught you conflict resolution skills?

7

Have you been in or seen a fight or argument where someone had a gun or other weapon?

8

Do you know any kids who have a gun? (no names please)
How do kids usually get guns?
What do kids think about other kids having guns?

9

What makes kids decide to carry a gun or knife?
What would change their mind?
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Talking Points, Questions and Major Findings from Youth
Focus Groups

APPENDIX H: TALKING POINTS, QUESTIONS AND MAJOR FINDINGS FROM YOUTH FOCUS GROUPS

POLICE

10

What experiences have you had yourself or have you seen other people have with the police?

11

Do people in your family trust the police? Why or why not?
Do you agree or disagree with this sentence: “I like and trust the police.” Tell me more.

NEIGHBORHOOD

12

What could be done to make you feel more safe, whether in your school, home or neighborhood?

13

Who would you go to if you needed help when you’re not at school? (What adult(s) do you trust?) Who or 		
what do you rely on?

How can we help kids?
Kids identified several ways that adults could improve life for them in Cedar Rapids. On an individual basis, kids talked
about adults establishing a relationship with them, either through a mentoring program or through naturally occurring
relationships. They suggested that adults can help them in three primary ways:

1

Accountability – keeping kids on track, whether waking them up for school in the morning or helping them find
ways to do better in school in a child-focused way: “Ask what they can help you with instead of just yelling at
you to do it.”

2

Friendship – getting to know kids, wanting to understand their perspective, talking with them about violence,
setting a good example.

3

Opportunities – exposing them to things they couldn’t access on their own, such as summer camps and going
places, as well as help finding job and volunteer opportunities and completing applications.

On a collective/community-wide level, the biggest gap identified by teens is a lack of things to do (free of charge) and
a lack of safe places to gather. They connected boredom with violence: “There’s nothing to do but fight.” One student
who was in Iowa Big said students designed a sports tournament center with access for everyone and expressed
disappointment that their idea was dropped: “It seemed like they were going to do it but I guess not.” One group talked
about wanting a recreation center like Coralville. The students agreed there are not enough free places for youth to go
“where they don’t worry about people getting into it with them—a place with no weapons and no police.”
Many talked about needing more assistance so that they can participate in activities outside of school. The YMCA
and other sports opportunities are appealing, but kids said they need more affordable options. In addition to financial
barriers, students would have trouble taking part in activities (“I can’t do stuff after school because my sister got
pregnant so I babysit my nephew to help her out.”).
Youth identified the following as positives: sports, extracurricular activities, after school programs, AAAP, learning
lab, LBA Foundation, the YMCA, downtown library, church, volunteering, credit recovery classes and employment
opportunities like Hy-Vee and McDonalds.

54

School was generally identified as a positive place where learning occurs. One group expressed that teachers don’t
care about actual learning: “As long as you pass, they don’t care.” Students expressed feeling safe in their schools, but
less safe off school grounds (particularly walking home from school):
 “There are a lot of fights after school down the block.”
 “Kids wait until they’re not at school to fight.”
 “You’re not at school when you’re suspended, so fights happen off school grounds.”
Most of the kids had experienced racism at school. In one middle school, kids reported that white kids often used the
“N” word and “nobody does much about it.” The youth also recounted ways they had been treated differently than white
peers; for example, if white kids were talking in class, teachers told them to quiet down, whereas if black kids were
talking in class, they were sent to the office. Black kids also reported being punished more severely than white kids for
cussing, tardies and fighting. One student said that school facilitators “are trying to bring you down.”
A majority said their parents, other adult family members and at least one teacher/principal would notice and care if they
skipped school—and would ask them about it. Kids shared a broad range of experiences regarding unexcused absences:
 “My mom would probably beat me and ground me, tell my coach who would make me run and give life advice, my
dad would find out and yell at me and tell my grandma.”
 “My mom would ask, I’d shrug and say ‘you know,’ and she’d say ok and walk away.”
 “I got a letter that if I keep skipping school, my parents will go to prison.”
 “I’ve skipped school for two months and didn’t have to sign anything.”
They noted appreciating when adults show interest and ask about their activities.

Conflict Resolution Education and Skills
Kids gave few specifics when asked what they had been taught about conflict resolution or what skills they possess.
Kids identified rudimentary conflict-resolution skills as: walking away, telling a teacher, meeting on the court (basketball
or boxing it out), taking 10 seconds to calm down, and avoiding people with whom they have conflict. Most said they had
been told by teachers or parents to simply walk away from fights or to tell an adult if another youth threatened them. A
small number were taught to hit back if hit or to hit someone if they “get in your face.” One group noted that girls were
taught to “talk it out” whereas boys just fight. One boy credited anger management classes with giving him skills.
Many kids questioned whether the advice they received to “just walk away” was realistic: “They say don’t hit them
back—like why wouldn’t I if they just hit me?” and “My mom says if someone hits you, you should just walk away. But
if someone is beating on you, you have no choice but to fight.”
Kids were taught to tell a teacher, but then sometimes found themselves in trouble even if they were the victim. They
found it futile to report problems to teachers: “You’re supposed to say, ‘Please stop bullying me, please stop bullying
me,’ and then you get the teacher who gets the administrator, but that never happened at my school.” A fair number of
kids said the conflict-resolution skills they possess were self-taught.
Many kids expressed trying to avoid getting into fights. Some of the middle-school kids resolved conflicts by letting the
principal or SRO know. Some kids noted that they simply “don’t fight” with anyone; one said his goals keep him from
worrying about what people say to him; another noted that she avoided fights by not forming friendships with other kids.
There was also the perception that fighting physically would keep matters from progressing to the use of weapons: “We
scrap it out and then we’re cool after that. But if you don’t squash it right after the fight, it keeps going, which might lead to
guns.” One boy said, “We fight. Whoever wins was right.” Kids made the suggestion that if older kids would teach younger kids
about how to fight (without weapons)—“how you win some and lose some”—there might be less weapon-involved violence.
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But in one high-school focus group, the kids noted their classmate was currently hospitalized after getting beaten up. Kids
also noted that social media increases fighting among youth—“that’s where people turn it up.” One girl said, “It makes
me scared to post anything online. Like you post a peace symbol and somebody will say ‘What you claim?’” Some
thought there should be adult “supervisors” for Facebook/Snapchat.

Weapons
Around half of middle-school kids and a majority of high-school kids had seen or been involved in a fight involving a
weapon. “Weapons” identified by students included pepper spray, guns, tasers, bricks, knives, chairs, sticks, a bat, and
a machete. They sometimes described kids meeting up and brandishing firearms, but didn’t believe that kids would
really shoot each other.
Every high-schooler who was willing to answer the question said that they know kids who have a gun. More than half
of the middle-school kids knew of another kid with a gun, although it sounded like it was older teens or older siblings.
One middle-school girl had seen a gun at a house, outside around a group of kids, and at a drive-by shooting. Another
middle schooler was shown a gun at someone’s house that was not locked up.
How do children acquire guns? Kids are given guns by older gang members as a sign of respect. Friends over the age
of 18 “pass it on” to younger friends. Middle school kids said that kids know where parents hide their gun, and even if
it’s locked, they sometimes know the passcode. Kids steal guns, from parents and from strangers. One boy obtained
his gun from his out-of-state cousin. Several kids noted that kids can buy guns off the street for $100. Most of the highschool kids and many of the middle-school kids expressed certainty that they could obtain a firearm if they wanted
one, even within hours.
Kids obtained guns for multiple reasons:
 for protection
 “if they have a gun, somebody is less likely to go after them”
 “so no one will mess with them”
 “to make people scared of them or intimidated”
 for self-defense
 “kill or be killed”
 “in case somebody else shoots it”
 for status
 “it gives you a little clout if you have a gun”
 “to be cool”
 “to show off, flex it”
 “you respect somebody more with a gun”
 out of fear
 “scared of getting beat up”
 “scared to get shot”
 to retaliate
 “gang banging”
 “people are disrespecting other gangs’ homies.”
Many kids talked about the inevitability of teen shootings in Cedar Rapids. They say the violence will continue because
of the deadly shootings of teens that already took place and because kids are angry and hurting from losing their
friends. They noted that kids on social media and at school were badmouthing the kids who had died (“disrespecting
the dead”), which was leading to more conflict and the likelihood of more shootings: “It’s gone too far so it’s not gonna
stop now.” They compared it to the violence in Chicago and said “You have to stop it before it gets that way.”
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One middle-school girl said with admiration that kids receive guns as a sign of respect when people trust them enough. She
believed that the kids with guns would use them responsibly: “You can’t use it dumb, like you can’t go around and shoot up a
school. You can only use it if things get real serious like if someone gangs up on you. Gangs can fight each other and bring
a weapon. Sometimes there is a drive by too, and that’s another time it’s okay to use a weapon. The people who have guns
are not dangerous; they’re really cool people. They would probably use their fist and not their gun. They’re really cool people.”
Another middle-school girl noted finding a gun at a friend’s house: “I found one under a bed at a friend’s house. We
were playing hide-and-seek and I got under the bed and there was a gun there. I didn’t say anything—I just moved and
hid somewhere else.”
Sometimes fascination was expressed about guns: “I have seen one and wanted to touch it.”
When talking about a shooting in Cedar Rapids, one commented, “He shouldn’t have had that gun in the first place; he
was in 8th grade.”
Regarding their feelings about kids possessing guns, most kids agreed that it depended on who owned the firearm—
friend or foe. With kids they didn’t get along with, they expressed concern about kids coming after them (“snitching is
a real threat”) (“It depends on who that kid is and if your family is upset with that family.”). But even when it was their
friend with a gun, many kids felt anxiety and fear:
 “I don’t want my friends to have it out.”
 “I don’t want to lose my life to a gun.”
A few said that kids were dumb to possess a gun, particularly to show it off on social media like Snapchat.
They expressed feeling nervous about meeting up with kids or going to parties:
 “I don’t want to leave the house.”
 “I look like my brother and he does this stuff. I’m scared I’m gonna get misidentified one day and get nailed.”
 “You’ll definitely see a gun” at parties and other gatherings, as gangs show up.
When a focus group of seven kids talked about what they would do if someone around them had a gun, such as at a
gathering of friends, two said they would leave; two would “make sure they keep it empty,” two would move to not be
in the line of fire, and one would “feel excited.” Kids noted that a leader would say “Hey bro, put it away.”
Kids did not express concern about the presence of guns at school, but worried about what would happen off school
grounds. Kids expressed concern that kids could end up making bad choices with a gun:
 “I don’t think it’s right for kids to have guns; they might follow a bad influence and shoot someone.”
 “They might hear about people shooting someone and wonder what that’s like and just do it.”
Some kids expressed indifference about being around guns or even immunity: “If I got shot, I would survive it.” Another
said, “I feel untouchable. People know better than to shoot me.”
When asked what would change kids’ minds about owning a gun, answers ranged from getting caught by the police to
watching American Sniper to being shown what families have to go through after death from a gun. Kids also thought
that having one’s own family members shot and killed would make them question gun ownership. Kids also suggested
that if the community was safer, fewer kids would think they need a gun.
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Student Resource Officers (SROs)
Students were uncertain about the role of the SRO in their school, but most speculated that it was for security or protection:
 to stop/prevent fights
 to protect everyone equally
 to make people go to class
 to monitor behavior and change it if it’s bad
 “When she’s not there, stuff happens; when she’s there, stuff is controlled.”
Some students indicated a role that goes further:
 “To arrest people”
 “She brings things to a legal perspective, like it’s going a step further than [school personnel]”
 “If you did something illegal, they could scare you and show you what goes on if you ever go to jail”
 “If you aren’t here to learn, she’ll kick you out” [students debated whether an SRO has the authority to do so]
High-school students were much more likely than middle school students to see the role as punitive. No students
indicated that relationship-building was the purpose of an SRO, but one middle schooler said, “She put some money in
some people’s lunch account so they can help with stuff like that.” Some wondered why the SRO is present, but saw it as
a bad sign: “I heard it’s bad to have a police officer at your school; your school shouldn’t be that bad.” The thought of the
SRO walking around the school with a gun made several students nervous.
The overwhelming consensus was that the SRO had not changed students’ perceptions of the police. Most students
saw their SRO in a positive light and distinguished them as being “different” from other police officers: “She’s the only
one who can say she hasn’t done anything bad” and “She’s the only police I’ve ever liked in my whole life” and “I don’t
look at her as a cop.” Students who expressed dislike or indifference for their SRO said things like, “He ain’t showed me
the cops are different.” One student said it had made them feel worse about police (“cops are rude”).
Students’ experiences with SROs varied widely. Some had received help with their problems or the SRO complimented them
on a performance in a variety show. One indicated he could talk to the SRO about criminal activity and similar situations. Some
avoided any contact with SROs specifically because they are law enforcement (“I have nothing to say to a police officer”). A
small percentage of students indicated distrust of the SRO, saying: “A lot of people don’t like him; he’s got that uniform on.” A few
talked about negative events, such as an SRO using a chokehold on a girl in their high school, kicking students out of a movie
theater in the summer, showing off a taser, and yelling at/reprimanding them for insufficient or seemingly no reason. The African
immigrants interviewed were less likely to know the SRO. Overall, high school students tended to relay more negative experiences
than middle school students and inversely, middle school students were more likely to relay something positive.

Perceptions of Police
The most uniform sentiment expressed by the students is that they and their families do not trust the police. Although
they would call the police to respond to a random crime such as a home burglary or a school shooting, they would not
otherwise turn to the police for help, nor did they feel confident that the police would help or solve crimes committed
against them. One said, “We don’t trust them as much as we should.”
Many attributed the negative views of police officers to the national news (“Most of the media tells us cops aren’t good”) and
from videos of police circulating on social media (“A cop will get a gun out like it’s nothing.”). But many also shared experiences
they or their family had or that they had witnessed directly where the police “got out of hand” or were “being really violent”:
 “A 10 year old ran away from his mom and they sent four cars. I saw it. They were being rough with him—a 10 year old.”
 “The police broke my dad’s jaw.”
 “My mom goes an extra route to avoid the police.”
 “The police raided my mom’s house for no reason and broke her sofa.”
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They believe the police respond more slowly to their neighborhoods (“they always come late”) and do not take action
when a crime is committed in their neighborhoods:
 “My cousin got shot; we called the police and they didn’t do anything.”
 “When something actually is happening, they send one car and it comes 30 minutes late. For something irrelevant,
they send six cars.”
 “Police ain’t gonna do nothing. They make you file a report. Nobody gonna listen to that paper.”
 “When my mom’s house got broke into, it took them two years to figure it out.”
 “I had a friend who died and the police didn’t do nothing.”
Many students believed they had been targeted for being young and black: “Some police want to mess with you for
no reason.” They expressed frustration that when they gather in places like parks, playgrounds, on front porches, or at
festivals, the assumption is made by other citizens and the police that they are causing trouble: “They always assume
you are doing something wrong.” Many recounted stories of being wrongly accused of criminal behavior.
 “They pulled us over for wearing a hood up.”
 “I got pulled over at McDonalds for ‘suspicious loud music’ in the car but we didn’t have the music up.”
 “They sit in their car watching us.”
 “My brother got pulled over three times in one day; he has dreds and rims on his truck.” [When the facilitator, also an
African American male, noted that he has dreds and rims on his truck and doesn’t get pulled over, the kids correctly
surmised that he must have Christian insignia on his vehicle.]
 “They stop us for no reason.”
 “Police look at you like you’re gonna do wrong if somebody in your family did wrong.”
 “We were playing a game on our porch with a Gatorade bottle – the last one who moves wins. The police flashed
their lights at us and said somebody called saying juvenile delinquents were throwing glass bottles at houses. They
pulled off and another car came up flashing its lights and taking pictures, saying they got a report of fights.”
 “The police have harassed everybody. They have harassed me at least 15 times in the last month.”
 “There might be 5-6 people at Johnson [Elementary] and they slow down and shine their flash light.”
 “We had a graduation party; it was a little loud. Police were on the other side of Redmond and shined their lights on
us. It seemed like they were just picking on us.”
 “At the sweet corn festival, we weren’t involved in a fight but the cops thought we were.”
Students also recounted stories of being treated differently than their white counterparts: “There were other friends who
were white who didn’t get in trouble, but the mixed and black kids did.” One attributed the different treatment to officers’
race: “That’s because cops are white. When have you ever seen a black cop in CR? How many is there? Like six.”
They suggested that if officers arrive on the scene more receptive to gathering information in a calm manner, it will
lead to better results: “They’re already on 10 when they arrive and it’s bad for everybody. They need to get out calmer
and let those citizens who know what happened talk. They get out aggressive. They could say, ‘We have a phone call
that such and such….Do you know what happened?’ They don’t need to get their lights out in people’s faces.”
One student said he had seen police help people. Two groups mentioned the same police officer by name as being liked and “cool.”
Kids expressed reluctance to provide information to the police or to go to the police for help:
 “The police be switching up stories.”
 “If you tell them something, they can turn it around on you, like ‘yeah, you helped us out, but you were in this situation
so I’m going to get you too.’”
 “You press charges on somebody and then they find out you a snitch; they always find out. If they go to jail, they will
shoot you when they get out.”
 “I wouldn’t want to snitch because then they’re still alive.”
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 “My dad’s dad got killed by the police for trying to run away.”
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They noted that their perception of police had become more negative as they became older: “When you little, the police
are heroes. Then you grow up and they’re cops.”

Neighborhoods
Kids felt “mostly safe” in their neighborhoods, but less safe than at school. Some said they wouldn’t walk down the
sidewalk at night with a nice belt on because they might get robbed. Some said they don’t go out at night. One said
that more police on patrol would make them feel safer.
Some kids had come from Chicago and contrasted life in the two cities. In Cedar Rapids, “people make a lot of threats”
but often don’t take “real action” whereas in Chicago, “there’s no threatening—just violence.” Several students from
Chicago maintain their connection to the city and visit often (during breaks, on weekends, and over the summer), so
in some ways they identify more with Chicago than with the Cedar Rapids community. Other kids blamed the violence
on Chicago and said Cedar Rapids should “quit advertising in Chicago for people to move here.”
Several described wishes for neighborhood beautification, like painting houses and community gardens. They
described too many abandoned houses and some lawns in need of care; they wished volunteers would help them fix it
up or that they could get paid for that work. One youth noted that a little free library in her neighbors’ yard “shows they
care for your knowledge.”
A few wished they lived in more diverse neighborhoods: “more different races in my neighborhood is what I want.”

Community
Students were mixed in their feelings about the likelihood they would succeed in Cedar Rapids. One said, “The city
of Cedar Rapids is like a bucket of crabs. It’s built to hold people down.” But another said, “You can succeed in Cedar
Rapids. You can go anywhere.”
Almost every student indicated that they had experienced racism. Generally the stories they related involved people
staring at them in stores, steering clear of them, or accusing them of wrong or illegal behavior: “At my basketball
tournament, we went to the gas station and the owner kept eyeballing me and none of the white guys I was with.”
Sometimes the stories involved racial slurs.
Many kids indicated that although people around them “said” they wanted them to succeed, they doubt their sincerity.
One said, “People on the outside make you feel like you’re not going to make it in life.” 
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Students in a language arts class at Washington High School were given an assignment to write a letter to Police Chief
Jerman and Cedar Rapids Mayor Corbett. The letter was to describe for those leaders how it felt to live in Cedar Rapids.
Once written, the students invited the Police Chief and the Mayor to their classroom, and the students read their letters
to the city leaders. It was a wonderful assignment for the students as it provided them an opportunity to describe the
culture and concerns of their neighborhoods. It was a powerful experience for Police Chief Jerman and Mayor Corbett as it
provided them the opportunity to hear authentic voices of students and to learn of their fears, their deep concerns, and their
dreams of a more peaceful community. The original letters are copied below.

Hi, my name is XXXX and I attend Washington High School. I am writing a letter to you to express my concerns about the
ongoing problems and issues on the southeast side. I have lived on the southeast side for eight years. Over these eight
years I have noticed that the violence is getting worse. Almost every year there is an increase of street violence.
There is gun violence and illegal drug activities. The other day as I was returning home with my younger sister after a visit
to Dairy Queen, I witnessed an older couple engaged in first heated argument that eventually got very physical. I have the
right to be able to walk the streets with my sisters without having to worry about them witnessing that kind of violence.
Mr. Corbett and Mr. Jerman, Martin Luther King once said, “Our lives began to end the day we became silent about things
that matter.” Like Dr. King, I feel the need to speak against violence because I, too, have a dream. Of the day that I and
others can walk our sibling to the store back safely. I dream of a day when the southeast side will no longer be considered
a place of violence. Like Dr. King, I have a dream that is deeply tied in the American dream. I dream that one day the
southeast side of Cedar Rapids will rise up and live out the true meaning of this creed “that all men, women and children
are able to live in a place of safety with no fear of violence and no firing bullets in the air.” Mr. Corbett and Mr. Jerman, you
both have the power to make these changes.

Hello, my name is XXXX. I attend Washington High School, which is located on the southeast side of Cedar Rapids.
Before I moved to the southeast side, my family and I lived in Marion. Marion, along with the southeast side, are two
totally different areas. In Marion, there are a few concerns about drugs, theft, burglary, domestic abuse/assault, criminal
mischief, and robberies like there is on the southeast side.
I am writing this letter because I believe that something needs to be done about all this violence, drugs, theft, burglary, domestic
abuse/assault, criminal mischief, and robberies because it’s starting to get out of hand. I also believe that the improvements
that my classmates and I came up with should be used to make the residents on the southeast side feel safe again. As long
as all these concerns keep happening the people will never feel safe. Also, the child won’t be able to play outside without their
parents thinking they will be a target even though they weren’t involved. From what Dr. King said society must protect the
robbed and punish the robbers because the rob always end up getting injured and the robbers always get away.
I even have multiple concerns regarding the southeast side of Cedar Rapids. First, I think that guns are a very big problem.
Also, guns are the reason why innocent people are constantly losing their lives. I actually lost a family member to gun
violence and it affects his family every single day but mainly his daughter. Secondly, more undercover police are needed
to try to stop all these issues. Next, we truly believe that neighborhood watch isn’t effective so something needs to be
done about that. Finally, I believe that more police are needed because from what I see with my own eyes they usually are
either sitting somewhere eating, driving around, and they aren’t showing up fast enough when they are called.
I believe criminals should be put on house arrest to try and slow down all the issues that they have basically created.
Criminal’s curfews should be from 7 to like 8:30. Also, if they are out past that time then there should be consequences.
I feel like cameras should be put on some houses to try and at least catch the criminals that are breaking the law. Some
areas on the southeast side truly do need more streetlights because when you’re walking or driving that is a proper cause
for something bad to occur.
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My uncle and I feel that police harassment is a huge issue on the southeast side and in other areas of Cedar Rapids. Along
with that police officers like to stop people for no apparent reason. Like Dr. King said, I believe I would openly advocate
disobeying these laws since police harassment is another matter that needs to get taken care of.

Hello fellow leaders of the community. My name is XXXXXX and I’m a student at Washington High School. In the last 6-7
months I recently moved onto the southside side of town from all the way from Linn-Mar. Linn-Mar isn’t that bad. I felt safe
walking around the community without having to be scared on what’s going to happen within a blink of an eye. There is
not my first time living on the southeast side because when I was younger I lived on 15th Street. It was actually safer for
me to play outside in front of my house and I actually miss those days. As a community we should stop the violence. It’s
sad because kids are scared to even play outside. They should be able to go outside and not be scared. It’s about to be
summer and these children will not be able to even enjoy their summer peacefully, something is going to have to change.
By decreasing the number of deaths we can add more streetlights to dark streets, have curfews, have people watching
out on the streets, more police should be active and just driving around.
Day by day people are losing their lives by the use of a gun. The gun violence has to stop; it has really gotten out of
hand. Matter of fact, the guns are starting to get into younger pre-adult hands, I wonder how they get these guns in their
possession. Like for instance, the shooting of Senquez Jackson. He is my cousin and I was so hurt when I found out that
he was dead and how he died. I understand that it was an unintentional shooting but I feel like the chance of young people
having guns should be impossible. Parents should know what their kids are doing at all times. The act of parenting is out
of hands, too, but that is another situation. Senquez loved to play basketball and he wasn’t in the streets. He was focused
on one thing and that was to be a basketball player and that won’t happen.

My name is XXXXX. I’m a student at Washington High School. I have lived on the southeast side for about nine years from
moving from Marion. The nine years that I have lived on the southeast, I have found many problems that have crossed
my mind.
My main concern is the safety of the people that live on the southeast side. I feel like there should be more streetlights.
When I drive through McKinley area, it’s very dark. I don’t feel safe when I drive through. Dr. Martin Luther King said,
“Darkness cannot drive out darkness; only light can do that.” Another concern that I have is the way all the houses look
like. They look like they are falling apart and just not being taken care of. When I drive though the McKinley area I can see
lawns not being mowed, full of trash and toys just left in the yard. I think we need to push people living in those homes to
clean up.
Due to recent crimes in southeast Cedar Rapids, I think installing more streetlights will help the number of crimes decrease.
Recent statistics from Crime Stoppers shows us crimes happen between 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Adding more streetlights will
help this issue. In Dr. King’s speech he stated that the eight clergymen said “he was an outsider.” I feel like I’m an outsider,
too, on the southeast side. I feel like I’m an outsider because I don’t live where the crimes take place. I’m an insider
because I live on the southeast side of Cedar Rapids. These issues need to be taken care of for the safety of the city and
the safety of the people living in the southeast side of Cedar Rapids.

My name is XXXXl. I go to Washington High School. I moved here from Chicago to the southeast side of Cedar Rapids.
I have been living on the southeast side for a year. There is so much violence happening on the southside side and I am
concerned about my community.
I am concerned about the blocks that are not lit up at night. I am concerned about how many drugs are being sold and
about how much trash is being tossed on the ground instead of the trash bins. Like Dr. King said, “I cannot sit idly by and
not be concerned about what is happening around me.” I have many concerns, but I have a solution, as well. I think if we
had more streetlights and cameras the crime rate will go down. If they had cameras that catch all angels on corners, there
won’t be people standing on the corner doing things they not supposed to be doing.
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Like Dr. Martin Luther King, I have faith that you, Mr. Ron Corbett and Mr. Wayne Jerman, can put lights on the block that
don’t have lights and that you can have cameras put up on the blocks where the crime rate is high. Like Dr. King said in his
letter from Birmingham jail, “Direct action should be delayed no longer.” Like Dr. King, “We cannot afford to wait any longer
to claim our civil rights which guarantees us, justice, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.

Hi, my name is XXXX. I go to Washington High School. I have been living on the southeast side for several years and I
have witnessed a lot of violence in my area. Because of the amount of violence on this side of town, I limit how much I go
outside. I never know when or where the violence will occur. As much as I love being outside, sometimes I am afraid to
even step on my front porch without thinking I’m going to get hurt. I have two little brothers and they love to play outside
with their friends, but once again this is limited because my mother fears that they might get hurt.
Mr. Corbett, Mr. Jerman, I do not live in the better part of the southeast side of Cedar Rapids. Where I live, drugs, theft,
burglary, domestic abuse, assault, criminal mischief, and robbery are a part of everyday life. Out of all the things I have
listed, the illegal use and selling of drugs are most common on the southeast side. Illegal drug usage, selling, and
production is happening every day in the 700-3500 block of the southside side of Cedar Rapids. During the month of April,
Crime Stoppers shows that most criminal activity is taking place between the hours of 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Mr. Corbett, Mr. Jerman, like Dr. King, I have a dream that one day I will be able to walk on my porch and not be worried
about getting hurt. I have a dream that one day I will be able to walk on the southside side of Cedar Rapids and not fear
for my life. I have a dream that one day all violence will stop. I have a dream that shooting and deaths from violence on the
southeast side will one day be a thing of the past. I have a dream that one day the southeast side of Cedar Rapids will be
known as the peaceful side of Cedar Rapids.

It is me XXX here. The reason that I am writing this letter to you is because I am concerned about the violence on the
southeast side of Cedar Rapids. I live on the southeast side, but I don’t live where the violence is at. I am concerned about
the violence spreading to everywhere in Cedar Rapids. We need to stop it now. We need to fix the violence so it can stop
on the southeast side. I do not hear or see the violence, but I can hear and see it on the news. I am scared that I could be
the next target. Can you help us out?
Dr. Martin Luther King once said, “What affects one directly affects all indirectly.” Once again I said, I do live where the
violence is happening because it affects the lives of some of my peers directly it me indirectly. We can start picking up
garbage on the abandoned streets. In addition, how do I put this to tell you? We need to put an end to the violence in the
southeast side. We need to add more street lamps with cameras that are small and easy to see and add cameras to
houses that have the violence going on around them. We have more police officers watching and patrol the streets. My
class and I are making a community called “Teens Against Crime in the Southeast.” All we need is teens that are 13 to 19
to tell us what is going on. We make people have a curfew around 8:30 to midnight. We can get this done if you join forces
with us. 
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The cameras they do have up, most of them don’t work. I myself have witnessed some shootings. When I let my nephew
go outside I am scared because I don’t know what might happen while he is outside playing with his friends. I check on
him every five minutes to make sure he is OK. There has been burglary, theft, domestic abuse, robbery and drug use on
the southeast side.

APPENDIX J: WRIGHT ELEMENTARY PILOT - CHRONIC ABSENTEEISM

Wright Elementary Pilot - Chronic Absenteeism
Preliminary numbers from the pilot at Wright Elementary indicate promising results in the battle against chronic
absenteeism (missing 10% or more of the school year).

12.8%

5.6%

Students
chronically
absent

Students
chronically
absent

During the 2014–15 school year,
12.8% of students at Wright
Elementary were chronically absent

This dropped to 5.6% in the
2015-2016 school year

In addition to a new Student Support Liaison at the school, Wright Elementary held an Attendance Awareness Month
campaign which included attendance pledges for parents, information regarding when to keep kids home and posters
around the school sharing the importance of everyday attendance.
The Student Support Liaison and School Counselor used the school district policy to generate letters and calls to parent,
as well as in-person meetings to work together to create an attendance plan. At midyear conferences, parents whose
children were on track to be chronically absent received a graph comparing their student’s attendance with the rest of
their class. Used as an education tool, this graph opened the door to conversations regarding the impact absence can
have on achievement. The school district plans to share these strategies with other schools to help them have a positive
impact on attendance next year, too. 
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The Learning Supports department has been able to increase its capacity for providing resources in the areas of
discipline with the addition of and realignment of staff responsibilities.
Kat Bevins is a Learning Supports Facilitator whose areas of focus are restorative practices and attendance interventions.
Kat works closely with Karl Werner, Discipline Review/Truancy Officer, and Ken Morris, Jr., Manager of Student Equity.
Together, this team assesses discipline issues and makes decisions about the most appropriate course of action with
students whose behavior exceeds what buildings are equipped to address.
Formal District Hearings are being reserved primarily for those behaviors that may require an alternative placement
or expulsion. For other behaviors, Kat, Karl, and Ken have been modeling for buildings the use of parent meetings for
the purpose of behavior planning and restoration. These meetings take place at the student’s building to minimize lost
instruction and often result in the student missing little school.
In the event a student is placed in the Secondary Interim Alternative Placement (SIAP), Kat works closely with the
teachers, the student and the home building to begin planning for the student’s return. Below is just one example of the
outcomes we are seeing from this model of intervention:
One key highlight this month was a re-entry meeting that was held at the high school level after a short-term 		
placement at SIAP. We were able to use this time to individualize the supports for this student and to provide 		
significant opportunities for restoration with staff, peers, and family members. In the facilitated round-table 		
discussion, we were able to work through some restorative questions that are used when someone is harmed:
 What happened?
 What impact has this incident have on you and others?
 What do you think needs to happen to make things right?
The young person spoke maturely about what happened, took responsibility for the actions that occurred, and
then made amends to all those affected. This re-entry was enhanced by a personal letter that had already 		
been written and emailed to his classroom teachers. Perhaps the most touching piece was the interaction 		
between the student and the father in the meeting, where, with tears in his eyes, the parent was able to tell his
child that he was proud of his child’s growth through this process.
We will continue to provide these opportunities and to coach building staff on using restorative interventions either
instead of or in conjunction with punitive measures. 
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APPENDIX K: RESTORATIVE PRACTICES

Restorative Practices

RESOURCES
Research and Reports
United Way of East Central Iowa Community Snapshot, 2016
Relevant statistics, benchmarks and analysis of the state of equity in education, health and financial stability in Cedar
Rapids neighborhoods. https://uweci.org/reports
Linn County Public Health Community Health Improvement Plan 2016-2018
Outlines the Linn County Department of Public Health priority strategic issues, goals, objectives and strategies. One goal
of particular interest to this Task Force is that of targeting social determinants of health such as adverse childhood
experiences, access to care and community resources and safe and affordable housing. http://www.linncounty.org/
DocumentCenter/View/3999
Cedar Rapids Civil Rights Commission State of Equity in Cedar Rapids — 2014
A study of disproportionality related to education, health and wellbeing, housing, public safety, poverty and employment.
http://www.cedar-rapids.org/Civil%20Rights/Misc.%20Docs/State%20of%20Equity%20Report-FINAL.pdf
Proceedings from the National Academies of Sciences workshop — Community Violence as a Population Health Issue
This roundtable, held on June 16, 2016, explored applications of public health approaches to the reduction and prevention
of community violence.
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/23668/community-violence-as-a-population-health-issue-proceedings-of-a
Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century policing
Recommendations and action items to help law enforcement agencies reduce crime while building relationships and
community trust.
https://cops.usdoj.gov/pdf/taskforce/TaskForce_FinalReport.pdf
Strategies for Reducing Gun Violence in American Cities
This report from the groups Everytown for Gun Safety, Mayors Against Illegal Guns and the National Urban League
provides an overview of urban gun violence in the United States and different approaches cities are using to address it.
http://everytownresearch.org/documents/2016/06/strategies-reducing-gun-violence-american-cities.pdf
Report of the Saguaro Seminar Closing the Opportunity Gap initiative
The Saguaro Seminar initiative convened five working groups of national experts to discuss ways to close opportunity
gaps for children and young adults. These white papers present their findings.
https://theopportunitygap.com
The Sioux City Project
“Preventing violence and bullying: A School District and Community in Motion”
This white paper from the Waitt Institute for Violence Prevention presents results from a four-year study of the effects
of community efforts to influence middle- and high-school student beliefs and perceptions about gender violence and
bullying in Sioux City, Iowa. http://www.thebullyproject.com/communities_in_motion
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RESOURCES
Articles
Fallows, James. “Eleven Signs a City Will Succeed.” The Atlantic, March 2016
http://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2016/03/eleven-signs-a-city-will-succeed/426885/
Barnes, Melody and Paul Schmitz. “Community Engagement Matters (Now More Than Ever).” Stanford Social
Innovation Review, Spring 2016
https://ssir.org/articles/entry/community_engagement_matters_now_more_than_ever
Youth Justice Work Group of the Youth Transition Funders Group. “A Blueprint: 10 Tenets for Youth Justice Reform.”
www.ytfg.org/blueprint. Accessed Dec. 26, 2016

Programs
Mentors in Violence Prevention
The MVP model is a highly regarded and effective violence prevention and anti-bullying program that focuses on critical
thinking and bystander empowerment. It has successfully been implemented in several Iowa high schools.
City of Madison Equity Initiatives
The City of Madison, Wisconsin, has established racial equity and social justice as core principles. These web pages
outline what that looks like in policy and operations:
https://www.cityofmadison.com/sites/default/files/city-of-madison/mayors-office/documents/Equity2014.pdf
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